1967 Jaguar E-Type SII - 4.2-Litre Roadster
4.2-Litre Roadster

Preis

USD 109 900

Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

1967
2 247 km / 1 397
mi

Lenkung
Innenfarbe
Zustand

Links
Blau
Gebraucht

Standort

Schaltgetriebe

Chassisnummer

1R7468

Zahl der Sitze

2

Anzahl der Türen

2

Antrieb
Innenausstattung

Zweirad

Kraftstoff
Außenfarbe
Automobiltyp
Markenfarbe außen

Leder
Markenfarbe innen

Benzin
Blau
Cabriolet /
Roadster
Opalescent Silver
Blue
Royal Blue

Beschreibung
Southern California car from new!
Just released from nearly 50 years of long term ownership by the second owner
Previously featured in an episode of Netflix's Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee with Jerry Seinfeld
Complete $9,000 service performed by marque specialist in February 2018, less than 1,500 miles
ago!
Over 20 time Jaguar Club North America (JCNA) event winner
Rare and desirable LHD Series II E-Type Roadster
One of only 7,853 built!
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Numbers matching 4.2 litre engine
Stunning color combination
Incredible documentation includes owner's manual, Jaguar Heritage Certificate, knock-off hammer,
service manuals, 30 years' worth of receipts, nearly 30 years' worth of JCNA judging sheets, photo of
comedians Jerry Seinfeld and Sarah Silverman in the car, photo of the car with Jerry Seinfeld's
signature, restoration photos, California blue plate and more!
Performs better than new!
One of the best examples to be found on the market today with incredible provenance!
A dream for the collector or enthusiast
Options Include:
Chrome wire wheels
Leather seats
Wood rimmed steering wheel
Left and right hand outside mirrors
AM/FM CD stereo with AUX connectivity
Considered by many to be the quintessential British Sports Car, the Jaguar E-Type's unveiling in 1961
caused a sensation both with the press and in the public eye. Admirers came from all walks of life;
even Enzo Ferrari referred to it as “the most beautiful car ever made”. Beneath its gorgeous looks
was a revolutionary sports car with rack and pinion steering, fully independent suspension, and four
wheel disc brakes with inward rear rotors. All of this was propelled by the already proven
performance of the XK engine. The Series II E-Type was released in 1968 and continued the trend of
strong performance and handling mated with an iconic shape. Improvements were plentiful and
included an increased grille opening to aid in cooling as well as a more refined interior that satisfied
even the sportiest of drivers. All Series II E-types featured the larger 4.2 litre engine, which was good
for over 240hp in U.S. specification. With further refinements, proven performance and stylish lines, it
is no wonder why examples have become highly sought-after by classic Jaguar collectors and
enthusiasts.
The 1969 Jaguar E-Type Series II Roadster featured here is finished in the stunning color combination
of Opalescent Silver Blue metallic over a Royal Blue leather interior and black folding convertible top.
This particular example has only had two owners from new and was just released by the second
California owner, who restored and meticulously maintained this example for nearly 50 years! During
which the E-type regularly participated in local and regional judged events for the Jaguar Club North
America. Nearly 30 years' worth of JCNA judging sheets document over 20 driven class wins, while
and incredible amount of service records and invoices date back to 1989! In 2013 producers of the
popular streaming series Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee, hosted by comedian and car enthusiast
Jerry Seinfeld, borrowed this E-type for the filming of the Season 2 premiere with guest Sarah
Silverman. Mr. Seinfeld made sure to pass along to the Jaguar's long term owner that the Opalescent
Silver Blue E-type was his favorite car the production had borrowed thus far and a photo of the car
with Jerry signature still accompanies the car today! In February 2018 the E-type specialists at Classic
Showcase in Oceanside, California performed a $9,000 service ensuring that this E-type performs as
well as it presents. Additional documentation accompanying the Jaguar includes the owner's manual,
California blue plate, Jaguar Heritage Certificate and more! We are extremely proud to offer this
wonderful 1969 Jaguar E-Type Series II Roadster (with incredible provenance) to the most astute
collector, investor or enthusiast who appreciates the performance, handling and design of these
iconic British sports cars. Ready to make an investment that you can actually enjoy? Classic cars
have proven to be among the most resilient and rewarding investments in recent years with the
Historic Automobile Group Index (HAGI) jumping 39% in 2013, 16% in 2014 and 17% in 2015 while
posting gains of 467% over the last 10 years. Please contact one of our expert sales consultants for
more information. They will be happy to give you a complete walk-around, supply you with a more
detailed description and answer any questions you may have. Buy with confidence.
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Trades welcome! Financing available. Visit www.schmitt.com to view our full inventory.

Daniel Schmitt & Co.

Vorname John
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3455 N. Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis 63074 Missouri
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